The Soviet environment has reached crisis point – Belorussia and the Ukraine have, as a result of the Chernobyl accident, been declared ecological disaster zones, and across the country as a whole as many as 20 per cent of the population live in environmental danger areas and another 35–40 per cent in unsatisfactory conditions. According to a Supreme Soviet Environment Committee report of 1989, 80 per cent of all illness in the USSR relates either directly or indirectly to environmental problems. Not surprisingly, environmental problems have become a subject of immense public concern and have provided an anti-government, anti-party and sometimes anti-Russian catalyst.

In this timely book, leading specialists from both the West and the Soviet Union present a comprehensive and up-to-date analysis of these problems. The contributors examine the aftermath of Chernobyl, the catastrophic causes and effects of the Aral Sea’s shrinkage, the environmental plight of the indigenous tundra peoples and the relationship between environmental issues and public unrest. Other chapters explore the domestic and international problems of regulation and assess the effects of perestroika and glasnost on the environment as well as on environmental politics. The depth of analysis in this volume together with the breadth of topics addressed will ensure that it is read by students and specialists of the Soviet Union and environmental issues, as well as by all government officials, journalists and industrialists with an interest in the Soviet environment.
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The Third World Congress of Soviet and East European Studies, held in Washington, DC, in 1985, contained four panels on the environment. Despite many official invitations, not a single Soviet delegate was present. Five years later, at the Fourth World Congress in Harrogate, England, the environmental panels had doubled to eight and included papers by seven Soviets: a reflection both of the increased interest by Western academia in the Soviet environment and the increased freedom under perestroika.

The fourteen chapters in this volume are a selection of the environmental papers given at Harrogate by representatives of five nationalities: Soviet, British, American, Canadian and Israeli. In some cases the papers have been altered or expanded; in others, they are new. Together, they present an illuminating and often disturbing picture of the Soviet Union's many environmental problems as well as of the policies and politics involved. To the editor's knowledge, this is the first book to give an overall picture of the Soviet environment by both Western and Soviet specialists – and, significantly, the latter do not mince their words. It is pertinent to have not only the Academy of Sciences of the USSR represented here (Nikitina and Roginko) but also one of the country's many new independent organisations (founded indeed by Altshuler and Mnatsakanyan).

Those Western authors published here include almost all the best-known names in the field of Soviet environmental studies. Among them are Marshall Goldman, who can perhaps be said to have pioneered the subject, Philip R. Pryde, whose book on Soviet nature conservation has remained the only one in the field for many years, and Philip P. Micklin, for long the West's leading expert on the (so far aborted) Siberian river-reversal scheme and now the foremost Western authority on the massive Aral Sea problem. All the authors are well-known specialists in their various spheres.

Two noted ex-Soviet citizens are also significant contributors: the biologist Zhores Medvedev who, after much painstaking research, first
revealed the 1957 nuclear accident in the Urals to an (initially) highly sceptical world and has now done much work on Chernobyl, and Zeev Wolfson who, under the pseudonym Boris Komarov, sent for publication in the West a seminal work, *The Destruction of Nature in the Soviet Union*, the first full-scale account of Soviet environmental degradation.

Several environmental themes emerged clearly at Harrogate and are articulated in these pages. One was the disastrous ecological situation in the USSR and its impact not only on public health but on nationality problems. (This important ethnic dimension is discussed here by Goldman, Pryde and Ziegler.) A second theme was the effect of perestroika on the environmental situation, both for better and for worse, and the public debate and widespread concern now being voiced under glasnost. A third was the increasing Soviet participation in bilateral and multilateral environmental cooperation (see Braden, Congdon and Nikitina).

Quite apart from the major themes, many new and challenging points are advanced. Philip P. Micklin, for instance, notes two important changes in Central Asia’s management of water, so crucial in this desert area: the introduction of irrigation water charges – which will hopefully end the waste of so much water – and at least a partial shift from high water-consuming crops such as cotton and rice to vegetables and other lower users. But he notes that the enormous (and notorious) water transfer project to Central Asia may be revived, pointing both to a 1988 top-level decree which directed that the scientific study of north–south water transfers continue, and to a 1990 joint declaration by the presidents of the four Central Asian republics and Kazakhstan urging the necessity of the scheme. But perhaps the strongest statement comes from Zhores Medvedev who asserts that, but for a weak bottom plate in the Chernobyl reactor which acted as an unplanned safety valve, the world’s worst nuclear accident could have been an infinitely worse disaster with the meltdown of the site’s other reactors and the emission of not millions but billions of curies.

This book appears at a particularly crucial time. The USSR can be said to have reached an environmental crisis. In 1990, for instance, following the example of Byelorussia, the Ukrainian Supreme Soviet declared the whole of the Ukraine an ecological disaster zone due to the Chernobyl accident. But across the whole country as many as 20 per cent of the population live in environmentally dangerous areas and another 35–40 per cent in unsatisfactory conditions and, according to a Supreme Soviet Environmental Committee report of 1989, 80 per cent of the population’s diseases relate, directly or indirectly, to environmental problems. Muscovites named pollution as their principal worry in a
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poll taken by the city’s Institute of Sociology in 1990. The impact of pollution on the air the citizens breathe, on their water supplies, on their health and their lifespan, on the very survival of the small peoples of the north (vide Roginko) – and, significantly, the disclosure under glasnost of the serious situation – has acted as a catalyst for perhaps millions in their attitude towards the ruling apparatus as well as serving to focus anti-Russian feeling.

Public opinion is now a political factor. According to Philip R. Pryde’s paper, 331 environmental groups had come into being by 1990 and the country’s first Green Party emerged in Latvia the same year. An inter-republican Green Party held an inaugural congress in Moscow in the summer of 1990 and a nation-wide green alliance is now in existence and is likely to grow in numbers and influence.

But there is a huge number of problems to be solved. Some of these problems are described in the first annual state report on the environment – a welcome new development – published in 1989 by Goskompriroda, the State Committee for Nature Protection. This committee was set up to centralise the environment’s management under, moreover, the first Soviet minister not to be a party member, Professor Nikolai Vorontsov. Although the committee has now been upgraded into a ministry, it remains to be seen whether it will survive if decentralised republican bodies take over.

Gorbachev’s revolution has taken us a long way from the time when pollution was regarded as a capitalist problem, when any talk of Soviet pollution was regarded as anti-Soviet and when (in 1984) the dean of the geography faculty of Moscow University, Alexander Ryabchikov, could say: ‘The planned nature of our socialist economy enables us to foresee things and to take timely measures to abate the harmful effects man’s economic activities have on the environment’. Gorbachev’s own speech to the Communist Party Congress of August 1990 sounded the difference: ‘The abandoned state of our farms, the disastrous situation with our forests and rivers, the massive ecological problems – are these not the result of the policies followed in past decades?’

I wish to thank Michael Holdsworth of CUP for his patience, Stephen White, series editor, for his valued expertise and help, Con Coroneos, copy editor, for his diligence, Tony French for his experienced advice, Jane Gowman for her indefatigable word-processing, and my wife, Penelope, for her unfailing understanding and support.